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1. Decide secretary and agenda keeper
Ranieri Pierfrancesco
2. Status of the implementation components
a. Simulator
The simulator is in the same state as three weeks ago.
b. Database
The database is in the same state as three weeks ago. Just some methods were changed.
c. BLL
The BLL has not been changed, only made some functions asynchronous for WP7.
d. DAL
New functionalities are added, but they don’t work very well and will be fixed soon.
e. Mobile PL
The JSON services is added providing basic functionalities.
f. Web PL
No major changes, some new functionalities is added. It should be adapted to asynchronous calls.
g. Service
Service as been updated to JSON service.
3. Problems so far
a
BLL and Service are changed.
b.
Add some message for the user if there is some problem with the connection to the server.
d. Discussion on how the images will be stored
Store the images on the server, and refer them into the database with the path
4. System Testing
The BLL unit test will start from the next week, and also an acceptance test for the customer will be
prepared.
The unit test could be generated with Visual Studio (NUnit Testing), and Selenium (by recording the clicks
on the webpage and recheck them).
5. Beta focus
The following functionalities should be implemented: Searching for users, save the filters, add images, tag

users in the web page.
6. Presentation
Who will present?
Robert Gustavsson and Pierfrancesco Ranieri.
Content of the presentation
Update about the status of the project.
7. Customer meeting
The customer was in vacation till now and he couldn’t answer our questions, he would like to have a
documented API.
The meeting with the customer will be done between Wednesday and Friday, after 16:00.
8. Next weeks activities
Ditmar will focus on the testing, Pierfrancesco and Dimitrios will work on the BLL and services, Akhlaq will
start a small documentation on the mobile, Robert will work on the mobile, the Fer team will work on the
web application.
9. Other Questions

